Global East Asia Tokyo Reunion

Wednesday, November 29 | 12:00PM-2:00PM | FLYER

Come reunite with the 2023 Global East Asia Tokyo cohort and enjoy some rice balls and refreshments at EASC with Prof. Desjardins and Issay Matsumoto! We look forward to hearing all about your adventures and research projects in Tokyo and catching up on all the exciting things you have done since.

EVENT REMINDERS

Looking for China: 30+ Years of Making Documentaries in and about China
Monday, Nov 13 | 2:00PM-4:30PM | DML 240

Join us today for an event with the USC Libraries' newly acquired Bill Einreinhofer China Archive! The event will include a talk with Bill and screenings of his documentaries.
EASC Open House

**Wednesday, Nov 15 | 2:00PM-4:00PM | CAS 100**

Please join us this week for the EASC Open House as part of International Education Week (IEW) at USC! Come meet the EASC team and find out about our events, academic programs, fellowships, and other resources. USC is proud to join universities across the country in celebration of International Education Week, a joint initiative of the U.S. Department of State and the U.S. Department of Education.

---

**OPPORTUNITIES**

**The 36th North American Conference on Chinese Linguistics**

**Deadline: November 15**

Pomona College is organizing the 36th North American Conference on Chinese Linguistics (NACCL). For the upcoming NACCL, the conference goal is to establish a strong connection between linguistics and SLA. Therefore, the chosen theme is "Chinese Linguistics and Instructed Second Language Acquisition." Recent years have seen a growing trend of empirical studies demonstrating how teaching and learning Chinese as a second language (CSL) benefit from the integration of Chinese linguistics and second language acquisition (SLA). NACCL-36 aims to provide a venue for linguistic researchers and language educators to explore how Chinese linguistic theories inform the acquisition of CSL and how SLA provides implications for applying linguistic theories in CSL pedagogy. Submissions of proposals that highlight the interdisciplinary nature of CSL learning and teaching are also welcome. [Learn More ➤](https://t.e2ma.net/message/c4y9yi/4xwd97xc)

---

**Events Around USC, CA & Beyond**

**Secrets Revealed: Safety and Accuracy of Japan's Railways & Travel Attractions in Eastern Japan**

Tue, Nov 14 | 7:00PM | Japan Foundation Los Angeles | RSVP

**Artist Talk 3 | Pokémon & Japanese Craftsmanship - From Inspiration to Creation**

Wed, Nov 15 | 5:00PM-6:15PM | Japan House LA | RSVP

**Among The Braves With Shibani Mahtani And Tim McLaughlin**

Thurs, Nov 16 | 4:00PM-5:30PM | US-China Institute | RSVP

**Symbiotic Beauty: The Sustainable Wisdom of Samurai Residences**

Thurs, Nov 16 | 4:00PM-5:30PM | The Huntington | RSVP

**Tiki-Taka: Ways of Seeing Beyond Architecture with Design**

Fri, Nov 17 | 3:00PM-4:00PM | Korea Society | RSVP

**Violence and Form in Early Modern Japanese Literature**
Fri, Nov 17 | 4:00PM-5:30PM | Yanai Initiative | RSVP

JANM Book Club: Drawing by Heart with Gwen Muranaka
Sat, Nov 18 | 2:00PM-3:30PM | Japanese American National Museum | RSVP

Transnational Queering
Sat, Nov 18 | 3:00PM-4:30PM | GYOPO | RSVP

Comments? Questions? Promotion requests?
easc@dornsife.usc.edu

For more news and information about the USC East Asian Studies Center visit usc.edu/easc
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